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What Drives You?
“There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning
from failure.” This quotation by Colin Powell is an important reminder in my life on how to
succeed in the fields of technology and business, which are the two areas that interest me as I
plan my future career. These two fields have recently become immensely important to today’s
society, prompting me to obtain training and knowledge in the two areas. As such, in 2017, I
started a phone repair business where I repair phone screens, batteries, and more. This business
has led me to want to combine my interests in technology and business into a career that brings
positive change to the world. To accomplish this, I hope to bridge business and technology to
bring life-changing technology to help the world.

Since a young age, I have been a hard worker and have wanted to be and do the very best
at everything I have worked at. In addition, I have developed a love for learning which has
allowed me to excel academically, and to try new things that most young people my age would
not try. As such, after completing my college education, I plan to become an ethical business
executive. Having grown up seeing countless stories about business fraud, I developed the goal
to become someone in business who still valued integrity and honesty, while still helping the

company I work for grow and contribute to making the world a better place. This has been
another driving force in my life and has helped to keep me focused on my goals and ambitions.

Business and technology are my two main interests that drive me toward my goals for my
future career. Indeed, hard work and a drive for success have benefited me greatly so far in my
life, and as I continue to work hard in my business and education, I know that my ambitions will
come to fruition. I know education is only a means to an end, as my drive and work ethic will
allow me to provide for my future wife and children. Not only will my drive to succeed and
believe in hard work help me to have a successful professional career, these attributes will also
allow me to help develop technology that will change the world for good. Through it all, I know
that if I follow my dreams and aspirations for this life, while also being true to myself and
working as hard as I can, I know that I will succeed and become who I want to be.

